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SHANNON HOUDE
T H O U G H T  L E A D E R
As a certified Goleman Emotional Intelligence meta coach,
Shannon Houde has been featured in many publications: 

Shannon speaks regularly at international conferences
such including for Kering, GreenBiz, Hitachi, BSR and Net
Impact.

T H E M E S  C O V E R E D
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Emotional Intelligence
Professional Development 
Impact Leadership
Personal Branding
Time Management
Relationship Building
Influencing
Elevator Pitch
LinkedIn

P U B L I S H E D  A U T H O R
Shannon published her first book with Kogan Page in
2021, “Good Work: How to Build a Career that Makes a
Difference in the World”. 

Packed with useful tools and exercises, this step-by-step
guide will help you figure out your passion and purpose,
and how to effectively harness it to make real and
positive change – on the world, and on your career.



SHANNON
HOUDE

B I O G R A P H Y
Shannon Houde is an ICF-certified coach and talent
strategist with over 20 years as a trusted advisor to
evolving change leaders from Managers to CEOs. Over 12
years ago she founded Walk of Life Coaching, the first
international career development and talent advisory
business focused on ESG, sustainability, impact investing,
diversity & inclusion, and corporate responsibility. 

Shannon has mentored and trained 1000+ change leaders
over 3000 hours to maximize their personal brands to
advance their impact careers. She chose career coaching
to combine her diverse experience as a hiring manager, a
business coach and an ESG consultant for Adobe,
Deloitte, BlackRock, and WWF, after having started her
career 20 years ago in recruiting. 

Shannon speaks French and Spanish, having lived in the
French Alps and Patagonia Chile. She holds an MBA from
Thunderbird Graduate School in International
Management in Arizona and Geneva and a BA in
Sociology from the University of Colorado at Boulder.

For the past decade, Shannon Houde has delivered more
than 100 engaging workshops, keynote speeches and
webinars to corporate stakeholders at global industry
events, to professionals at international conferences, and
to Masters students at leading global universities.


